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ECG SENSING APPARATUSES, SYSTEMS AND METHODS

FIELD

The present disclosure relates to a system for monitoring ECGs of ambulatory animals and human beings.

BACKGROUND

External wireless devices are often used to monitor ECG in humans and animals for clinical care and in research studies. For example, ambulatory devices that measure electrocardiogram are routinely used to assess arrhythmias in human clinical studies and for diagnosis of the status of patients that may be at risk of arrhythmias. Correlation of symptom and rhythm is often a goal of such evaluations, but limitations of current devices often preclude the ability to do so. Ambulatory monitoring devices often include a button that the patient or a care provider presses when symptoms occur. Pressing the button then results in an event mark in the recording. Patients or care providers are advised to keep a diary that describes the nature of the symptoms. Some devices may include a computer aided function intended to simplify recording of the nature of the symptoms. For example, some devices have a menu displayed on a touch screen that allows the patient to select a description of the symptoms from among a list. Whether a diary or a computer-aided tool is used, a low percentage of patients provide a record of the symptoms associated with an event mark. This limits the ability to correlate symptoms and rhythm and hence reduces the potential diagnostic utility of the system.

Another limitation of current devices is that they must be removed prior to bathing or showering in order to avoid damage from fluid ingress. The devices can be damaged due to exposure to fluid for any reason including falling in the water, exposure to heavy rain, or accidentally leaving a device in a pocket of a garment during washing. This limitation not only creates an inconvenience for the patient but also can result in damage to the device and subsequent expense for the patient, care provider, supplier, or insurer.

Yet another limitation of current devices is that measurement of long-vector ECGs (i.e. where at least one electrode is located separate from the electronics housing at a distance of at least 10 cm) often requires the use of a relatively expensive connector and cable harness that can constitute a significant portion of the cost of an ambulatory device.

SUMMARY

Various aspects of the present disclosure are directed to devices, methods and systems for ambulatory monitoring of ECG, in a manner that addresses challenges and limitations including those discussed above.

In accordance with one or more embodiments, an apparatus includes first and second electrodes operable to sense ECG signals from a subject, a digitizing circuit that receives and digitizes the ECG signals sensed by the electrodes, and an audio circuit that captures sound from the subject and converts the sound into electrical audio signals. The apparatus also includes a processing circuit that operates with the electrodes and the digitizing circuit to digitize the ECG signals and process each digitized ECG signal by one or more of removing noise from the digitized ECG signal, storing the digitized ECG signal in a memory circuit, detecting a QRS complex in the digitized ECG signal, evaluating quality of the digitized ECG signal, and detecting arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signal. An input circuit operates to receive an input from the subject, with the processing circuit and audio circuit being respectively operable to initiate recording of at least one of the ECG signals and the sound in response to the input. A communication circuit communicates the processed digitized ECG signals and the audio signals for receipt by an external device.

Another embodiment is directed to an apparatus also having first and second electrodes that sense ECG signals from a subject, a digitizing circuit that digitizes each sensed ECG signal, and an audio circuit that captures sounds from the subject and converts the sounds into electrical audio signals. A wireless communication circuit wirelessly transmits data to an external device. An input device is arranged to receive a tactile input from the subject and to convert the tactile input to an input signal. One or more processors are responsive to each input signal by recording a digitized ECG signal sensed from the subject via the electrodes, and recording the subject’s voice via the audio circuit. The processor(s) processes the digitized ECG signal by one or more of removing noise from the digitized ECG signal, storing the digitized ECG signal in a memory circuit, detecting a QRS complex in the digitized ECG signal, evaluating quality of the digitized ECG signal, and detecting arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signal. The recorded voice and digitized ECG signal are wirelessly transmitted to the external device via the wireless communication circuit, thereby providing access to ECG signals and the subject’s voice as recorded in conjunction with each ECG signal recorded in response to tactile input from the subject. A power supply provides power to the digitizing circuit, the audio circuit, the communication circuit, the input device, and the processor(s). The input device, audio circuit, communication circuit, power supply and processor(s) are within a housing, and a mechanical support structure supports the housing proximate the subject’s thorax.

Another embodiment is directed to a method as follows. ECG signals are sensed from a subject via first and second electrodes, the ECG signals sensed by the electrodes are received and digitized at a digitizing circuit, and sounds are captured from the subject using an audio circuit, with the sounds being converted into electrical audio signals. In a processing circuit operable with the electrodes and digitizing circuit, the ECG signals are digitized and each digitized ECG signal is processed by one or more of removing noise from the digitized ECG signal, storing the digitized ECG signal in a memory circuit, detecting a QRS complex in the digitized ECG signal, evaluating quality of the digitized ECG signal, and detecting arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signal. In response to receiving an input from the subject via an input circuit, at least one of the ECG signals and the sound are recorded via the processing circuit and the audio circuit. Each processed digitized ECG signal and a corresponding one of the audio signals are communicated, via a communication circuit, for receipt by an external device.

The above summary is not intended to describe each embodiment or every implementation of the present disclosure. The figures and detailed description that follow more particularly exemplify various embodiments.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Various example embodiments may be more completely understood in consideration of the following detailed description in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 shows an apparatus worn by a human or animal subject and operable for measuring, processing, and recording an ECG, in accordance with an example embodiment.

FIG. 2 shows another apparatus with a recording device integrated with a component attached to a subject's chest, in accordance with another example embodiment.

FIG. 3 shows oblique lower and upper views of an apparatus for detecting ECG and audio signals, incorporated in a housing, in accordance with another example embodiment.

FIG. 4A shows plots that illustrate example beat-to-beat R-R interval dynamics with different characteristics as detected in accordance with one or more embodiments.

FIG. 4B shows plots pertaining to multiscale entropy (MSE) with lag factor relative to the plots shown in FIG. 4A, in accordance with one or more embodiments.

FIG. 5 shows a method for detecting atrial fibrillation, as may be implemented in accordance with one or more example embodiments; and

FIG. 6 shows another apparatus with ECG and audio recording devices integrated with a component attached to a subject's chest, in accordance with another example embodiment.

While various embodiments discussed herein are amenable to modifications and alternative forms, aspects thereof have been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the intention is not to limit the invention to the particular embodiments described. On the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the scope of the disclosure including aspects defined in the claims. In addition, the term “example” as used throughout this application is only by way of illustration, and not limitation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Aspects of the present invention relate to a system for monitoring, reviewing, and reporting of cardiac status on ambulatory subjects. In the context of this invention, cardiac status may include one or more of the following: incidence of arrhythmias, interval measurements, heart rate variability, metrics of cardiac risk such as a cardiac repolarization characteristic (e.g., T-wave alternans), and electromechanical decoupling. Various embodiments are directed to monitoring human or animal subjects using the device as part of a clinical evaluation while others are directed to human or animal subjects involved in a research study. In connection with certain embodiments, the accuracy of information provided is improved under a broad range of use scenarios, battery life can be extended, the size of monitoring devices can be reduced, and information can be obtained more efficiently. While the present invention is not necessarily limited to such applications, various aspects of the invention may be appreciated through a discussion of examples using this context.

In the following discussion, reference is made to cited references listed in a numbered order near the end of this document, which are fully incorporated herein by reference. These references may assist in providing general information regarding a variety of fields that may relate to one or more embodiments of the present invention, and further may provide specific information regarding the application of one or more such embodiments.

In accordance with other embodiments, an apparatus includes two or more electrodes, a digitizing circuit coupled to digitize ECG signals sensed from a subject (e.g., a patient) by the electrodes and an audio circuit (e.g., including a microphone) that captures and converts sound into electrical audio signals. The apparatus also includes a processor, an input circuit and a communication circuit. The processor operates to process each digitized ECG signal in one or more of a variety of manners, such as by removing noise, detecting a QRS complex or arrhythmia in the ECG signal, evaluating quality of the ECG signal, or simply storing the ECG signal. The processor is also responsive to an input from subject, such as obtained via the press of a button or a switch, by initiating the recording of at least one of the ECG signals and the sound in response to the input. In this context, the subject's voice can be recorded in connection with an ECG from the subject, based on the subject's input.

For instance, when the subject detects or feels an abnormal condition, he or she can depress a button that initiates such a recording. This recording may be carried out from ongoing sensing, and as such may involve recording a time window that begins before the input is provided, and extends after the input (e.g., where the apparatus is operating in a continuous detection mode and stores information for a short time period). The processed digitized ECG signals and the audio signals can then be communicated via a communication circuit, such as a wireless circuit, for receipt by an external device.

The recordings can thus be attributed to one another, permitting a remote medical service provider to evaluate the ECG signals in connection with the subject's voice, which can help to explain a situation relevant to the recording.

Such an approach is useful for evaluating cardiac incidents that the subject may feel, or to record an ECG in connection with certain activity (e.g., when a user begins or alters exercise, an ECG may be recorded in connection with the particular exercise being carried out). In some embodiments, the apparatus includes a memory circuit, with the processor being operative to store data that represents and links each ECG signal with sound recorded in connection therewith.

The ECG signals are processed in a variety of manners, to suit particular embodiments. In certain embodiments, the processor provides an indication that at least one of the electrodes is disconnected based on a determined quality of the signal, and enters a low power mode in response to the disconnection. In some embodiments, the signal quality of the ECG signal is evaluated by decomposing the digitized ECG signal into subcomponents, computing a statistical variance of the subcomponents over a time interval, and assessing signal quality based upon the statistical variance of the subcomponents. In other embodiments, noise is removed from the ECG signal by decomposing the signal into subcomponents, identifying a location of the QRS complex of a cardiac cycle in the ECG signal, identifying a first time window in the cardiac cycle that includes the QRS complex, and identifying at least one time window in the cardiac cycle that does not include the QRS complex. For each of the identified time windows, target subcomponents are identified as subcomponents that contain more energy that is within a band of frequencies characteristic of a desired ECG signal in the time window than energy that is outside the band of frequencies characteristic of the desired ECG signal.

A denoised physiological signal is then constructed using two or more of the identified target subcomponents.

In some embodiments, the apparatus also includes a transducer that generates audible sound, and the processor audibly communicates an indication of the ECG signal. For instance, where the processor evaluates signal quality of the digitized ECG signal, the audible communication can be generated to provide an indication of the quality. Such an
approach may also be used, for example, to alert a subject that one of the electrodes has disconnected.

In various embodiments, one or more of the circuits is included within a housing, which can be placed near the subject’s thorax. In some embodiments, the housing includes the digitizing circuit, audio circuit, processing circuit and communication circuit. The housing may be constructed primarily of a non-conductive material and have one or more conductive pins embedded into the non-conductive material, for connection to the electrodes. ECG signals can thus be passed into the housing through the conductive pin(s), which permits processing of the signals while also ensuring that fluid or other components do not pass into (or out of) the housing. In various embodiments, it has been discovered that, by processing signals as discussed herein (e.g., for noise removal or quality evaluation involving subcomponents), such a housing can be made quite small and operated readily via a relatively small battery, which can permit comfortable attachment of the housing to a subject or otherwise near a subject’s thorax (e.g., via a fastener or a lanyard type material as discussed herein) for long-term use.

In a more particular embodiment involving a housing such as above, the apparatus also includes a fastener that mechanically supports the housing proximate the subject’s thorax. In some implementations, the fastener includes one or more of the electrodes and adheres to the subject’s skin. In some implementations, the housing includes a conductive snap at an outer surface and the fastener includes a conductive snap that mates with the conductive snap in the housing. The snaps provide both mechanical support for the housing and electrical connection from the first electrode to the digitizing circuit contained within the housing. In another implementation, a conductive lead wire extends through the housing and a conductive snap is connected to the conductive lead wire. In this implementation, the fastener includes a conductive snap that mates with the conductive snap connected to the conductive lead wire, and provides both mechanical support for the housing and electrical connection from the first electrode to the digitizing circuit contained within the housing.

Another embodiment is directed to an apparatus also having electrodes, a digitizing circuit and an audio circuit that captures sounds and converts sounds into electrical audio signals. The apparatus also includes a wireless communication circuit that wirelessly transmits data to an external device. An input device senses and converts a tactile input (e.g., touch) to an input signal, which is used as a cue in response to which a digitized ECG signal and the subject’s voice are recorded. Such an input may involve, for example, a user’s depression of a switch or pressure on two switches on opposite sides of a housing, the latter of which may serve to prevent false recordings. A power supply provides power to the digitizing circuit, the audio circuit, the communication circuit, the input device, and the processor(s). The apparatus may further include memory, with the processor operable to store sets of data in the memory circuit where each set of data represents and links a recorded ECG signal with sound recorded in response to the input signal. Recorded voice and ECG signals are wirelessly transmitted to an external device, thereby providing access to ECG signals and the subject’s voice as recorded in conjunction with each ECG signal recorded in response to the tactile input.

One or more of the input device, audio circuit, communication circuit, power supply and processor(s) are within a housing. The housing may include non-conductive material as above, and can be implemented with a conductor passing through the housing in a manner that mitigates or prevents liquids or gas from passing into the housing. A mechanical support structure supports the housing proximate the subject’s thorax (e.g., an elastic member that encircles at least a portion the thorax and holds one or more of the electrodes in contact with the skin, a loop or band that encircles the subject’s thorax, or a lanyard that encircles the subject’s neck).

Certain embodiments also employ a transducer as above, which may be within the housing or as part of a housing, positioned to deliver audio to the subject. For instance, where arrhythmia is detected in the digitized ECG signal, the subject can be notified that an arrhythmia has occurred and prompted to verbally describe symptoms by generating sound via the transducer.

In this embodiment, as with the above discussion, the processor or processors can be implemented in a variety of manners, to carry out one or more of a variety of operations upon the digitized ECG signals. In some implementations, operations related to storage, noise removal, detection of a QRs complex or arrhythmia, or evaluating quality via statistical variance are carried out. One or more of these approaches may involve decomposition into subcomponents as discussed above. In some implementations involving the determination of a statistical variance via subcomponents as above, the disconnection of one or more electrodes is detected based upon a ratio of the statistical variance of a subset of the subcomponents to total statistical variance of the subcomponents. The subset, in this context, includes subcomponents that form between 30-70% of a total statistical variance of a noise-free reference ECG signal. In certain implementations, the processor receives and stores operating parameters from an external device via the wireless communication circuit, and processes the digitized ECG signals based on the stored operating parameters.

In certain implementations, the ECG signals are recorded for a time period beginning before the tactile input is received, and ending after the tactile input is received. In still other implementations, the power supply includes a battery that provides power for operating the apparatus, without replacement or recharging, for at least 30 days of continuous sensing, digitizing, and processing (e.g., to detect the arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signals). Such a long-term power approach can be made possible, for example, via the recognition and/or discovery above and implementation of subcomponent analysis.

The audio signals can be processed in a variety of manners. In some embodiments, the one or more processors carry out at least one of: identifying the presence of a human voice in the audio signal, saving the audio signal in memory, converting voice in the audio signal to text, and compressing the audio signal to reduce data volume, prior to the recorded voice being transmitted to the external device.

Various embodiments are directed to methods as may involve operation of one of more of the above-described apparatuses, as described herein. Such embodiments may, for example, involve ECG and audio detection as above, with related storage and processing, and linking audio with ECG signal recordings. The processing may involve decomposition approaches as characterized, with related communication to the subject and/or to a remote medical professional.ハウジングは実装されたく、サポートされている近傍のsubjのthoraxである。所述の、様々な、オプションはEKGセンシングの電極、デジタイザと音声回路、処理回路と通信回路で構成されている。この電を、一定の材料とし、膜を構成する主に非導電性で、構成された導電性を含む導電性ピアスを埋め込みます。これにより、信号がハウスに送り込まれ、その信号は音声と同期して記録されます。記録された音声とEKG信号は無線で外部デバイスに送信され、個々のEKG信号と記録された音声が接続されます。これにより、記録された音声とEKG信号が外部デバイスに送信されます。
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computing circuits, a housing that houses the digitizing and computing circuits, a fastener that mechanically fastens and electrically couples the housing to one of the electrodes, and a lead wire that couples the other one(s) of the electrodes to the digitizing circuit. The electrodes adhere to remote locations on a patient and sense ECG signals therefrom, and couple the signals to the digitizing circuit via the fastener or the lead wire(s). The digitizing circuit digitizes the ECG signals, and the computing circuit processes the digitized ECG signals by one or more of removing noise, detecting an R-R interval, detecting a Q-T interval, and detecting a QRS complex.

Another example embodiment is directed to a patient-worn apparatus for recording an ECG from the patient. The apparatus includes a first circuit that digitizes an ECG signal obtained from the patient via at least two ECG leads, and a computing circuit that is connected to the first circuit to receive the digitized ECG signal. The computing circuit decomposes the digitized ECG signal into subcomponents, computes a statistical variance of the subcomponents over a time interval, and determines if one of the at least two ECG leads is disconnected from the patient based upon the statistical variance of the subcomponents. In another embodiment, detection of a disconnected ECG lead is made by computing a ratio of the variance of a subset of the subcomponents to total variance, wherein the subset includes those subcomponents that comprise 30 to 70% of the total variance of a representative clean ECG.

Another example embodiment is directed to an apparatus including a sensing electrode that adheres to and senses physiological signals from a patient, a denoising component and a fastener that fastens the denoising component to the sensing electrode. The denoising component includes a housing having a digitizing circuit, a computer circuit and a battery. The digitizing circuit digitizes the signals received via the sensing electrode and at least another sensing electrode coupled to the patient, the computing circuit processes the digitized signals to remove noise therefrom, and the battery powers the digitizing and computing circuits. The fastener mechanically fastens the housing to the sensing electrode, which supports the weight of the denoising component via the fastener while the first sensing electrode is adhered to the patient.

According to another example embodiment, physiological signals of a subject human or animal are collected, preprocessed and digitized by a telemetric ambulatory monitoring device (TAMD) that is worn by the subject. The digitized signal is denoised using one of several signal processing algorithms, a feature signal is created from the denoised signal, physiologic events are detected, and the denoised signal is compressed to reduce the data volume in order to reduce the energy required to telemeter the signal. A confidence signal is computed that provides a metric of the validity of points comprising the feature signal. An additional confidence signal is computed to evaluate the validity of detected events. The monitoring device includes a wireless communication module to communicate information to and from a data review system. Further, a process is described for detecting, classifying, and reporting arrhythmia events that provides for efficiency and accuracy.

In one aspect of the invention, a component of computing the confidence signal is a dynamic signal-to-noise ratio (dSNR) that is updated frequently, and in the case of a cardiac signal, it is updated for each cardiac cycle or portion of the cardiac cycle. Feature points extracted from the denoised signal are classified as valid or invalid and only valid features are used to compute a parameter including a mathematical combination of valid features. dSNR can also be used to identify segments of the physiologic signal that contain no useful information.

In another aspect of this invention, physiologic events are detected. A confidence signal is computed and used to classify a detected event as valid, invalid, or uncertain. Events classified as valid are accepted and included in a report summarizing arrhythmia events without the need for verification by a trained person.

In another aspect of this invention, parameters derived from valid feature points of a physiologic signal are computed within the TAMD, thereby reducing the volume of data that must be transmitted, resulting in a net reduction in power consumption and hence longer battery life.

Various example embodiments are implemented as described in or otherwise in connection with the embodiments in the underlying provisional application filed which benefit is claimed (U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/869,250), which is fully incorporated herein by reference. For instance, various embodiments as characterized in the Appendices therein may be implemented within a housing or related component as applicable for detecting cardiac or other physiologic signals as characterized in the following description and/or in the claims.

In accordance with a particular embodiment, and referring to FIG. 1, a system is comprised of an apparatus 5101 that is worn by a human or animal subject and is responsible for measuring, processing and recording the subjects ECG. This apparatus is also referred to as a “Telemetric Ambulatory Monitoring Device” (TAMD) or “recording device”. In some embodiments, the recording device continuously records ECG or records clinically significant arrhythmia events, and saves the recording on a memory element located within the device. In some embodiments, the device detects and communicates clinically significant events to a communications relay device 5102. Relay 5102 may be worn by the subject or may be placed in a purse or kept nearby. Communications between the recording device 5101 and relay device 5102 can occur via a USB communications link or wireless link. Relay device 5102 receives the recording and forwards it to data collection and review system (DCRS) 5106. In some embodiments, the relay device includes a commercially available smart phone running an application that may perform some processing functions as well as capability to interrogate and program operating parameters (e.g. tachyarrhythmia and bradyarrhythmia rate thresholds) in recording device 5101. In some embodiments relay device 5102 is a cellular relay that receives the signal from recording device 5101 via a wireless communications link and forwards the data to DCRS 5106 via a cellular communications network. In some embodiments, DCRS 5106 includes a PC running an application that receives data from the relay device via a telecommunications system, processes the received data, provides a function for a human being to review the received and processed data, and creates a report to summarize the subject’s condition in a manner suitable for the intended research or clinical evaluation. In some applications, recording device 5101 may communicate directly with DCRS 5106. This may be useful for providing the patient with direct access to the information provided by 5101 and 5106 and to eliminate the need for communication relay 5102. In some embodiments, direct communication to DCRS 5106 is achieved using a cellular modem. In another embodiment, a Bluetooth communication circuit located within the housing of TAMD 5101 may be used when TAMD 5101 and DCRS 5106 are in close proximity.
In an example embodiment, recording device 5101 is referenced in FIG. 2 as element 51701 and is shown attached to ECG sensing electrode 51703. ECG sensing electrodes 51705 and 51708 adhere to a patient for sensing ECG signals therefrom, are electrically and mechanically connected to recording device 51701. In some embodiments, recording device 51701 has a housing containing digitizing and computing circuits that process the ECG signals, and a fastener that fastens the housing to electrode 51703 and provides an electrical connection therebetween. In other embodiments, 51701 further contains a microphone and circuits to sense, digitize, and process an audio signal and one or more switches (e.g., 51702) that can be manually activated by the patient as directed by a physician when certain symptoms are felt. In one embodiment, a single switch is located on the housing. In another embodiment two switches are used, each located on opposite sides of the housing. In the latter embodiment, both switches must be pressed simultaneously to achieve activation. Upon activation of the switches, an ECG is recorded for a predetermined time span (e.g., 30 seconds prior to activating the switch and 30 seconds after) and an audio signal is recorded for 30 seconds following activation of the switch. The patient can then verbalize the nature of the symptoms immediately after activation. The audio signal saved in the memory of 51701 and forwarded to DCRS 5106 can then be used by the physician to correlate symptoms and rhythm of the patient. In one embodiment, the recording device 51701 records the ECG sensed between electrodes 51705 and 51703 and between 51703 and 51708. The electrodes are adhered to the patient using one or more of a variety of approaches, such as an adhesive applied to the electrode or an integrated adhesive pad. Electrical leads 2106 and 2104 electrically couple the housing to each remote electrode to which the housing is not fastened.

In various embodiments, referring to FIG. 3, a compact arrangement including housing 5301 and electrode fastener 5302 are used to mitigate or eliminate the need to couple each electrode to remote processing devices, which can be cumbersome for patient use. Such approaches may, for example, be facilitated using a signal processing approach as described and/or referenced in the Appendices noted above, to facilitate an efficient use of circuitry and/or power that, in turn, facilitates the implementation of the housing and circuitry therein in a compact and lightweight component that can be supported by a single standard ECG electrode. Such an efficient signal processing approach can further facilitate the use of low power and, in turn, a lightweight battery to supply power may be incorporated into the housing. Accordingly, the housing, circuitry and battery can be completely supported by the electrode to which it is fastened, while the electrode is fastened to a patient. For instance, a housing 5301 having an average thickness of less than 12 mm and a volume of less than 18 cc is implemented in connection with various embodiments. In some implementations, the housing and electrode are integrated into a common component, such as by including the electrode within the housing and employing the fastener as part of the housing.

The lead wires are implemented using one or more approaches, to suit particular applications. In some embodiments, referring to FIG. 2, the flexible insulated lead wires 51704 and 51706 are greater than 10 cm in length, and in other implementations, the flexible insulated lead wires are greater than 15 cm in length. The spacing between each ECG sensing electrodes is increased to improve the quality of the sensed ECG signal for certain implementations. In still other implementations, the flexible insulated lead wires are less than 3 mm in diameter. In further implementations, the electrical leads are replaced with a wireless connection to remote electrodes, each of which is powered by an integrated battery for communicating the wireless signals. Such an approach thus entails two or more self-contained electrodes, one of which incorporates wireless receiving circuitry for coupling to remote electrodes, as well as digitizing and processing circuitry that process ECG signals obtained from the electrodes with desirable accuracy.

The computer circuitry includes one or more of a variety of types of circuits and/or modules operable to carry out one or more processing functions. In some embodiments, the computing circuit processes each digitized ECG signal by decomposing the signal into subcomponents, identifying a location of the QRS complex of a cardiac cycle in the ECG signal, identifying a first time window in the cardiac cycle that includes the QRS complex, and identifying at least one time window in the cardiac cycle that does not include the QRS complex. For each of the identified time windows, the computing circuit identifies target subcomponents as subcomponents that contain more energy that is within the band of frequencies characteristic of a desired ECG signal in the time window than energy that is outside the band of frequencies of the desired ECG signal. The computing circuit then reconstructs a denoised signal from the received ECG signal, using at least two of the identified target subcomponents. In some embodiments, the desired ECG signal is the signal present when noise sources are absent, such as when the patient is still, ECG sensing electrodes are in good
condition and secured to well-prepared skin, and the area surrounding the patient is void of electromagnetic interference.

In some embodiments, processing includes detection of QRS complexes and using R-R intervals to determine if a tachyarrhythmia, bradyarrhythmia, pause, or atrial fibrillation (AF) event has occurred. Arrhythmias are detected based upon selection of criteria as one of a menu of criteria. For example, tachyarrhythmia may be defined as 6 consecutive interbeat intervals exceeding a selected rate threshold. Bradyarrhythmia may be defined as 3 consecutive interbeat intervals below a selected rate threshold. Pause may be defined as no beat detected for a period of more than 3 seconds. An AF event may be detected when the degree of variability in R-R intervals exceeds a threshold for more than 60 seconds. When an arrhythmic event is detected, the recording device captures an ECG segment and saves in memory. This segment may include a time period prior to and after occurrence of the arrhythmia, 30 seconds, for example. This is referred to as an autotrigger capture of an event.

In some embodiments the variability of R-R intervals is evaluated to determine if AF is present. In other embodiments, the atrial electrical activity is evaluated. In yet other embodiments, a combination of R-R interval characteristics and atrial electrical activity is used to determine if AF is present. If AF persists for more than a predetermined time, an AF event is detected that triggers recording of an ECG strip. Various embodiments are directed to detecting AF using one or more of the following approaches:

Characterization of a density histogram of RR intervals or successive R-R interval differences using nonlinear statistics such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Kolmogorov, Glass)
Computing variance, root mean square of R-R intervals or successive R-R interval differences
Evaluating R-R intervals for a segment of an ECG recording using Lorenz plots (Medtronic)
Evaluating coherence of two adjacent segments of ECG recording (Chon)
Evaluating mean absolute difference of consecutive R-R intervals in an ECG segment (Telemedicine, Greenhut)
Computing the ratio of consecutive R-R intervals and comparing moving averages of the ratios to a threshold (LifeWatch, Korzhev)
Computing spectral entropy of atrial cardiac activity from an ECG and comparing to a predetermined threshold (GE, Tah.)

In an alternate embodiment, multiscale entropy measurements of R-R interval dynamics is quantified for an ECG strip as described in Appendix B of the provisional application referenced above, which is fully incorporated herein by reference. In an example embodiment, entropy-based analysis is used to quantify complexity or irregularity of interval dynamics. For general information regarding entropy-based analysis, and for specific information regarding entropy-based analyses that may be implemented in accordance with one or more example embodiments, reference may be made to the Multiscale Entropy (MSE) approaches as described in M. Costa, A. L. Goldberger, and C.-K. Peng, “Multiscale Entropy Analysis of Complex Physiologic Time Series,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 6, (2002), which is fully incorporated herein by reference.

Referring to FIGS. 4A and 4B, various example embodiments involving beat-to-beat intervals are shown with respect to plots that are implemented, for example, in computing a metric indicative of the presence of AF (e.g., as may be implemented with the system shown in FIG. 1). In FIG. 4A, plots 401, 402, and 403 illustrate beat-to-beat R-R interval dynamics with different characteristics: plot 401 shows an example of high variability and high complexity (normal healthy heart); plot 402 shows an example of low variability and low complexity (diseased heart with heart failure); and plot 403 shows an example of high variability and low complexity (diseased heart with atrial fibrillation). Plots 401 and 403 in FIG. 4A are both characterized by high variability. However, plot 401 corresponds to normal dynamics of a healthy heart, and plot 403 illustrates R-R interval dynamics of a heart in atrial fibrillation. These two plots demonstrate that both the healthy and diseased heart can both be characterized by high R-R interval variability, but the presence of AF can be discriminated by assessing complexity of R-R interval dynamics.

Complexity can be quantified using tools, such as multiscale entropy (MSE), that measure system entropy at various lags. In FIG. 4B, MSE is shown for the corresponding plots 404, 405, and 406, with lags ranging from 1 to 20. In FIG. 43, plot 404 shows MSE for plot 401 of FIG. 4A, plot 405 shows MSE for plot 402, and plot 406 shows MSE for plot 403. In some embodiments involving these examples, the MSE trend is approximated by a linear equation for the first few lags, and the offset and slope of the linear equation can be used to quantify the complexity of interval dynamics and detect AF. In an example illustrated in plot 406, the irregular RR interval dynamics with low complexity indicative of atrial fibrillation is characterized by high offset and large negative slope of the linear equation approximating multiscale entropy. In some embodiments, the MSE trend can be used to discriminate between bigeminy or trigeminy dynamics and AF. With many existing algorithms, bigeminy or trigeminy often trigger a false positive detection of AF. In an embodiment where the first few lags of the MSE trend is approximated by a linear equation, bigeminy and trigeminy are characterized by an offset and slope that is higher than typical of AF.

In an example embodiment, referring to FIG. 5, multiscale entropy (MSE) is computed and analyzed to detect atrial fibrillation. One or more ECG signals are input at 501. A time series X(i) of R-R intervals is derived from the cardiac signals in 502. Time series X(i) may include between 40 and 500 beats, although fewer or more beats may be used.

Time series X(i) is processed to compute sample entropy SE(1) in step 503. Time series X(i) is further processed to compute sample entropy at multiple lags. For example, in 504 X(i) is low pass filtered (LPF), decimated to remove every other point, and sample entropy SE(2) is computed for the resulting time series Y1(i) in step 505. In one embodiment, the frequency cutoff of the LPF is 0.5/(level of decimation). Steps 506 through 513 mirror steps 504 and 505, and in which the low-pass filter cutoff and the level of decimation are set, for example, with the LPF cutoff in 504 being ½ and the level of decimation being 2. The level of decimation corresponds to a lag at which dynamics are evaluated and is also referred to as the scale of the entropy estimate. In 506, the LPF cutoff is ½ and the level of decimation is 3 (2 of every 3 points is removed). In 508, the LPF cutoff is ½ and the level of decimation is 4 (3 of every 4 points is removed). In one embodiment the LPF is an IIR filter such as Butterworth filter. In another embodiment the LPF is an FIR filter such as moving average filter. The number of scales (m+1) as discussed above may be implemented to suit various applications. In one embodiment, the number of scales (m+1) is 10. The resulting MSE trend of entropy values, SE(1), SE(2), SE(3), . . . . SE(m+1) is
analyzed to calculate maxima, slope, and offset. One or more of maxima, slope, and offset are compared to those characterizing the presence of AF. In one embodiment, a method used for compute sample entropy is the same for all scales and may be implemented in accordance with the method described in J. S. Richman and J. R. Moorman, "Physiological time-series analysis using approximate entropy and sample entropy," Am. J. Physiol. 278, H12039 (2000), which is fully incorporated by reference.

In some embodiments, the recording device includes both autotrigger and patient activated recording of an event. Recording of a patient activated event is triggered manually by the patient. In one embodiment, the patient triggers an event by squeezing the recording device between thumb and index fingers. Squeezing the recording device activates two sensors located on the surface of or inside the housing, one on each side of the recording device. Compared to triggers that require that only a single button be pressed to activate an event, squeezing reduces the incidence of false triggers as accidental activation of both sensors is less likely than for a single sensor. In various embodiments useful sensors include those that sense one or more of pressure, stress, and strain. In one embodiment, a first stationary conductive element and a second moveable conductive element are placed in proximity. The second conductive element has spring-like properties, such as beryllium copper, that allow it to deflect and make contact with the first element when force is applied to the second element. For patient activated triggers, the recording device may capture 5 minutes prior to and 2 minutes after triggering. Capturing additional time prior to activation is done in recognition of the fact that if a patient faints unexpectedly, a few minutes may need to lapse from the time of fainting until the patient regains sufficient mental faculties to activate the recording device. In another embodiment, a patient activated trigger captures an ECG signal 30 seconds prior to and 30 seconds after triggering.

In connection with various embodiments, an apparatus includes ECG sensing components together with audio components that sense audio from a patient. Such an approach may, for example, be implemented in a device package small enough to be coupled to a patient-worn electrode and supported by adhesion of the electrode to the patient. In connection with these embodiments, it has been recognized/discovered that, by detecting ECG signal events with high certainty, such a package can be implemented on small scale with low power consumption in regard to collection, processing, and transmission of data.

In a more particular ECG and audio-sensing application, a first ECG sensing electrode adheres to a patient and senses, with a second ECG sensing electrode, at least one ECG signal from the patient. A microphone senses audio (e.g., the patient’s voice), and digitizing circuits receive and digitize the at least one sensed ECG signal and the sensed audio. One or more computing circuits process the digitized ECG signal by at least one of removing noise, detecting a QRS complex, assessing signal quality, and detecting arrhythmias, and process the digitized audio signal. In one embodiment the audio signal is processed by at least one of identifying the presence of a human voice, compressing the voice signal, and converting voice to text. In one embodiment audio will be captured for 30 seconds, in addition to recording ECG, upon patient event activation. The amplified output of a water-tight microphone (e.g., PUI Audio PN POW-1644-B-R) will be digitized at 8 bit resolution at an 8 kHz rate and processed by a microprocessor located with TAMD 5101. In one embodiment, recording of audio only upon identifying the presence of a human voice (i.e. voice activated record-

ing) and compression will be accomplished with OPUS, an open-source audio and speech codec standardized by Internet Engineering Task Force in 2012 [K. Vos, et. al, Voice coding with Opus. 153th AES Convention 2013 Oct. 17-20 New York, USA], which is fully incorporated herein by reference.

A communication circuit communicates the processed digitized ECG signals from the apparatus to a device external to the apparatus. In some embodiments, it can be useful to fasten TAMD 5101 proximal to the thorax in order to render it convenient for the patient to activate a symptomatic event recording. Such an embodiment may also be useful when recording the patient’s voice, as a location proximal to the thorax is close to the patient’s mouth and may improve the quality of the audio signal thereby recorded relatively to placing TAMD 5101 at other locations on the body. In one embodiment, a fastener mechanically fastens the housing of 5101 containing the microphone, digitizing circuits, computing circuits and communication circuit to the first ECG sensing electrode, and electrically couples the first ECG sensing electrode to the digitizing circuit. In an alternative embodiment, the fastener includes a strap or band surrounding the thorax of the patient. The strap or band includes an elastic material to maintain a relatively fixed position on the thorax of the patient. In an alternate embodiment, the fastener includes a lanyard looped around the neck of the patient to support TAMD 5101 proximal to the thorax. In yet another embodiment, the strap or band includes an elastic material and is used both as a fastener for TAMD 5101 and for holding electrodes against the surface of the skin. In some embodiments the electrodes held in place by the strap or band are dry electrodes (i.e. electrodes that do not incorporate a gel material in contact with the skin) such as those available from Orbital Research (Cleveland, Ohio).

Various embodiments, such as those described above in connection with the sensing of audio such as a patient’s voice, may be implemented in connection with embodiments shown in and described in connection with embodiments in Appendices A, B, C and D of the above-referenced provisional application. Appendix A generally corresponds to U.S. Pat. No. 9,339,221. Appendix B generally corresponds to U.S. Pat. No. 8,688,202. Appendix C includes embodiments directed to sensing and accurately reporting conditions in a research-type environment, as may be implemented in connection with one or more approaches discussed in the other Appendices, text, figures and claims. Appendix D generally corresponds to PCT Patent Application No. PCT/US2013/024770. Respective embodiments as discussed herein and in the Appendices may employ apparatuses, methods and general approaches employed in other embodiments described in these Appendices, such as for processing physiological signals. All of these documents and the Appendices, the patent documents to which they pertain and references cited therein are fully incorporated herein by reference.

Referring to FIG. 3, in some embodiments housing 5301 accommodates a microphone, at location 5308 for example, in a manner that can be used to record the subject’s voice for the purpose of keeping an audio diary of patient symptoms, observations, and activities. Audio recording is implemented with various embodiments described herein, such as by implementing a small recording device located on the upper chest, fixed in position by an ECG sensing electrode. Locating the recording device close to the patient’s mouth provides the audio recording with higher quality than, for example, a recording device located lower on the body. The microphone is electrically connected to amplification, filter-
In some embodiments, the audio recording device may be activated upon automatic detection of certain arrhythmic events having characteristics matching an "audio recording" criteria. The audio recording criteria may be different than the criteria used for normal event detection and recording. In one embodiment, when the recording device detects an event matching the audio recording criteria, it communicates a message to the relay device indicating that an event matching the audio recording criteria has occurred. Upon receipt of the message the relay device notifies the patient through an audible alert generated by the recording device or via the relay device. In one embodiment, the alert generated by the relay device is a ring tone. Upon responding to the ring tone, the patient can then verbalize or text the nature of any symptoms they are experiencing. This feature may be useful if a patient is forgetful about marking symptomatic events and documenting the nature of the symptoms experienced during the event. In addition to providing physicians with additional information that allows them to better understand symptom-rhythm correlation in the patient, this feature may also be useful for providing biofeedback to patients to teach them to be more perceptive of their rhythm status of their heart.

In some embodiments, detecting certain rhythm characteristics could similarly be used to trigger an audible ring or tone in the relay device or the recording device to notify the patient that certain arrhythmias are occurring. Such notification could be useful, for example, if a patient experienced a paroxysmal AF event of longer than a specified duration. When such an event occurred, the patient could take a pill to chemically arrest the AF or take a pill to initiate anticoagulation to avoid stroke. Early notification, as provided by direct notification of the patient as a result of this feature, could facilitate improved outcomes in pill-in-a-pocket approach to arrhythmia management as a result of earlier treatment. The conditions necessary to trigger notification of the patient may be different than the conditions necessary to trigger recording of an ECG strip and may often require the occurrence of an arrhythmia of greater severity.

In some embodiments, the recording device is designed to allow the device to continue operating during and following exposure to water. This can be useful to avoid damage to the device if accidently placed in a washing machine, dropped in water, or if worn while swimming, bathing, or showering. In one embodiment, the recording device includes design features that, when combined, keep the device sealed against fluid ingress. Referring again to FIG. 3, these design features include the following aspects: a) Housing 5301 fabricated of a water-proof material such as ABS plastic or HDPE. Joints are sealed, for example, with an adhesive or with ultrasonic welding to create a water-tight seal. b) Battery compartment 5306 and 5307 is rounded and accommodates the use of a coin cell such as the Panasonic CR2450. The battery compartment is accessed via a mating cap and is sealed with a rubber member located on the inside surface of the cap or with an O-ring to create a water-tight seal. In one embodiment, the mating cap is threaded. In another embodiment, the mating cap employs a snap mechanism to secure it to the housing. c) Access to the USB port is provided via 5 pins 5304 that extend through and are embedded in the side wall of the housing in a manner that creates a water-tight seal. The outside surface of these pins, reference 5305, is approximately flush with the surface of the housing. In one embodiment, a mating carriage contains spring-loaded conductors that make mechanical and electrical contact with these pins from the outside of the housing to facilitate USB port data transfer. d) Connection to the sensing lead wires is made via pins 5309 that extend through and are embedded in the side wall of the housing in a manner to create a water-tight seal. The pins extend into a compartment located on the periphery of the housing. A mating female connecting element located on the end of the lead wire is inserted on each pin. In one embodiment, once the lead wires are attached to the pins, a hinged element is closed and secure with a fastener element. The hinged element contains one or more features that prevent the connector from pulling off the pin. In an alternate embodiment, pins 5309 are 1.5 mm diameter and protrude into a molded extension of the housing that would serve as a mating connector for a standard DIN to snap ECG lead wire compliance with the DIN 42-802 standard.

In some embodiments, the recording device includes a microphone or accelerometer coupled to the skin and is configured and arranged to detect heart sounds for the purpose of assessing valve function, for assessing valve closure for diagnostic purposes, or for evaluating cardiac risk using an electromechanical window as described in Appendix B of the underlying provisional application. In one embodiment, the microphone is incorporated into the ECG electrolyte used to mechanically secure the recording device and is incorporated in a manner that facilitates contact with the skin. In this embodiment, electrical contact with the recording device circuitry can be made through a connector element located in the back side of the device housing. In other embodiments, the microphone is located at the end of a lead wire that connects to the housing in a manner similar to the ECG lead wires. To facilitate close contact with the skin, the microphone may be embedded in an adhesive-backed patch that can be adhered to the skin in a location where heart sounds can be sensed with sufficient quality to reliably detect cardiac valve activity. In various embodiments a microphone or accelerometer may be incorporated into an element for sensing vibrations emanating from inside the body in a manner described in Appendix B of the underlying provisional application.

In some embodiments, the approach shown in FIG. 18 of Appendix A of the underlying provisional application is implemented as follows. In step 1801 the ECG signal is evaluated for a segment of time (the sensing time interval) to determine if a signal is present and hence whether the leads are connected to a patient. In one embodiment of step 1801, MDSP techniques as described and/or incorporated herein are used to identify whether an ECG is present or whether it is absent or corrupt from a loose or disconnected
lead. This involves decomposing the input ECG signal into subcomponents and computing statistical variance of subcomponents for the duration of the sensing time interval. In one embodiment each subcomponent center frequency corresponds to a particular frequency band of the input signal. The distribution of the variance of subcomponents (e.g., the variance of individual subcomponents over the sensing time interval) approximates the power spectral density function of the input signal. The variance of the subcomponents is compared to a threshold and if it exceeds the threshold, an ECG signal is present and the lead is connected to the patient.

In an alternate embodiment, a determination of the quality of signal is made based upon a ratio of the variance of a subset of the subcomponents to total statistical variance of the segment. A subset of subcomponents is chosen so that the subcomponents in the subset comprise a substantial portion of the total energy of a relatively noise-free representative ECG. In one embodiment, the portion in the subset is between 30 and 90%. In a related embodiment, the ratio of variance of each individual subcomponent in the subset to total variance is computed.

In some embodiments, the quality of the signal can be assessed evaluating the distribution of the ratios. In other embodiments, the quality of the signal can be assessed by evaluating the relative variance of individual subcomponents.

In other embodiments, the approaches shown in FIGS. 19 and 20 in Appendix A of the underlying provisional application are implemented for applying a distribution of subcomponent variance for detecting when an ECG signal is present (FIG. 19) and when the sensing electrodes are not connected (FIG. 20). For example, such approaches may be implemented with the above-discussed embodiments in FIGS. 1-6. Approaches for evaluating the distribution of subcomponent variance include identifying which subcomponent has the highest variance, and comparing the profile of the distribution of subcomponent variance to a profile of a known condition of the sensing leads. This technique can be applied to the signals from individual leads to determine if a single lead is disconnected, and is an alternative to using the traditional impedance measurement approach. The approach described here for step 1801 can be useful in that it can be implemented with very little power and uses fewer hardware components than traditional methods to sense lead off and hence can result in a smaller and less expensive device.

In another embodiment, the determination that a good quality signal is present is based upon computing the power spectrum of the recording in the segment using known techniques such as a Fourier transform. In one embodiment, the computed power spectrum is compared to a reference power spectrum through pattern matching or template matching. The template is formed from a reference power spectrum computed in advance or from newly acquired data from one or more representative live animals of the species and saved in memory. If the power spectrum of the segment matches the template constructed from the reference spectrum, the signal quality is deemed to be good.

In another embodiment, the computed power spectrum is evaluated by computing a ratio of power in a chosen range of frequencies that comprise a significant portion of the power in a representative noise-free ECG signal of the species to total power in the segment. In some embodiments, a significant portion of the power is considered to be more than 50% of the power in a relatively noise-free recording of the signal. In other embodiments, the energy in the chosen range of frequencies comprises 30 to 90% of the energy in a relatively noise-free representative ECG signal. For example, about 50% of the power in a relatively noise-free human ECG is in a frequency range from about 10 to 30 Hz. If the power spectrum of a human ECG is computed for a 60-second segment of a recording and the ratio of the power from 10 to 30 Hz range over the total variance (power) of the segment is computed, the ratio would normally be about 0.5. If the signal quality is poor, the ratio would be less than this.

Based upon the above discussion and illustrations, those skilled in the art will readily recognize that various modifications and changes may be made to the various embodiments without strictly following the exemplary embodiments and applications illustrated and described herein. For example, different types of signals can be captured, different types of electrodes and fasteners can be used, and a different arrangement of circuitry (e.g., fewer or more circuits) may be implemented within a housing as discussed. In addition, the various embodiments described herein may be combined in certain embodiments, and various aspects of individual embodiments may be implemented as separate embodiments. Such modifications do not depart from the true spirit and scope of various aspects of the invention, including aspects set forth in the claims.

What is claimed:

1. An apparatus comprising:
first and second electrodes configured and arranged to sense ECG signals from a subject; and
an circuitry including:
a digitizing circuit configured and arranged to receive and digitize the ECG signals sensed by the electrodes;
an audio circuit including a microphone configured and arranged to capture voice sounds from the subject traveling through air, the audio circuit being configured and arranged to convert the captured voice sounds into electrical audio signals that can be reproduced for regenerating the voice sounds and therein providing audibly discernable speech;
a processing circuit configured and arranged with the electrodes and digitizing circuit to digitize the ECG signals and to process each digitized ECG signal by at least one of: removing noise from the digitized ECG signal, storing the digitized ECG signal in a memory circuit, detecting a QRS complex in the digitized ECG signal, evaluating quality of the digitized ECG signal, and detecting arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signal;
an input circuit configured and arranged to receive an input from the subject and including at least one manual switch configured and arranged to provide the input in response to the subject manually activating the at least one switch, the processing circuit and audio circuit being respectively configured and arranged with the input circuit to initiate recording of at least one of the ECG signals and the sound in response to the input; and
a communication circuit configured and arranged to communicate the processed digitized ECG signals and the audio signals for receipt by an external device.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, further including the memory circuit, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to store, in the memory circuit, data that represents and links the at least one of the ECG signals and the sound recorded in response to the input, thereby linking each
captured ECG signal with sound recorded in connection with the captured ECG signal, and communicate the stored data that represents and links ECG signals with recorded sound, via the communication circuit.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, further including a transducer configured and arranged to generate audible sound, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to evaluate signal quality of the digitized ECG signal and to audibly communicate an indication of the evaluated quality of the signal via the transducer.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to evaluate the signal quality of the digitized ECG signal by:
   - decomposing the digitized ECG signal into subcomponents,
   - computing a statistical variance of the subcomponents over a time interval, and
   - assessing signal quality based upon the statistical variance of the subcomponents.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to remove noise from the digitized ECG signal by:
   - decomposing the signal into subcomponents,
   - identifying a location of the QRS complex of a cardiac cycle in the ECG signal,
   - identifying a first time window in the cardiac cycle that includes the QRS complex,
   - identifying at least one time window in the cardiac cycle that does not include the QRS complex,
   - for each of the identified time windows, identifying target subcomponents as subcomponents that contain more energy that is within a band of frequencies characteristic of a desired ECG signal in the time window than energy that is outside the band of frequencies characteristic of the desired ECG signal; and
   - reconstructing a denoised physiological signal using at least two of the identified target subcomponents.

6. The apparatus of claim 1 further including a housing that includes the digitizing circuit, audio circuit, processing circuit and communication circuit, the housing being constructed primarily of a non-conductive material and having at least one conductive pin embedded into the non-conductive material and configured and arranged to electrically conduct the sensed ECG signals from outside the housing to the digitizing circuit within the housing, the at least one conductive pin being sealed within and configured and arranged with the non-conductive exterior to prevent penetration of fluid into the housing.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, further including a fastener configured and arranged to mechanically support the housing proximate the subject’s thorax.

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to detect and identify cardiac signals selected from the group of:
   - a QRS complex, cardiac arrhythmia and a combination thereof,
   - the fastener includes the first electrode and is configured and arranged to adhere to the subject’s skin, the housing includes a conductive snap at an outer surface thereof; and
   - the fastener includes a conductive snap that is configured and arranged to mate with the conductive snap in the housing, and to provide both mechanical support for the housing and electrical connection from the first electrode to the digitizing circuit contained within the housing.

9. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the fastener includes the first electrode and is configured and arranged to adhere to the subject’s skin, further including a conductive lead wire that extends through the housing, and a conductive snap connected to the conductive lead wire; and
   - the fastener includes a conductive snap that is configured and arranged to mate with the conductive snap connected to the conductive lead wire, and
   - provide both mechanical support for the housing and electrical connection from the first electrode to the digitizing circuit contained within the housing.

10. The apparatus of claim 1,
   - wherein the communication circuit includes a wireless communication circuit configured and arranged to wirelessly transmit data characterizing the processed digitized ECG signals and the audio signals to the external device;
   - wherein the input is a tactile input from the subject and the input circuit is configured and arranged to convert the tactile input to an input signal;
   - wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged with the electrodes, digitizing circuit, and communication circuit to:
     - in response to each input, record the digitized ECG signal sensed from the subject via the electrodes, and record the subject’s voice via the audio circuit, and
     - wirelessly transmit the recorded voice and digitized ECG signal to the external device via the wireless communication circuit, thereby providing access to ECG signals and the subject’s voice as recorded in conjunction with each ECG signal recorded in response to tactile input from the subject;
   - further including:
     - a power supply configured and arranged to provide power to the digitizing circuit, the audio circuit, the communication circuit, the input circuit, and the processing circuit;
     - a housing that houses at least the input circuit, audio circuit, communication circuit, power supply and the processing circuit; and
     - a mechanical support structure configured and arranged to support the housing proximate the subject’s thorax.

11. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein the housing is constructed primarily of a non-conductive material, at least one conductive pin is embedded into the non-conductive material and configured and arranged to electrically conduct a sensed ECG signal from the electrodes outside the housing to the digitizing circuit, and
   - the at least one conductive pin is sealed within and configured with the non-conductive material to prevent penetration of fluid into the housing.

12. The apparatus of claim 10, further including a transducer configured and arranged to generate audible sound, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to evaluate signal quality of the digitized ECG signal and to audibly communicate an indication of the evaluated quality of the signal via the transducer.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to evaluate the signal quality of the digitized ECG signal by:
   - decomposing the digitized ECG signal into subcomponents,
computing a statistical variance of the subcomponents over a time interval, and
assessing signal quality based upon the statistical variance of the subcomponents.

14. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to evaluate the signal quality of the digitized ECG signal by:
- decomposing the digitized ECG signal into subcomponents,
- computing a statistical variance of the subcomponents over a time interval, and
- assessing signal quality based upon the statistical variance of the subcomponents.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to determine whether one of the first and second electrodes is disconnected from the subject based upon a ratio of the statistical variance of a subset of the subcomponents to total statistical variance of the subcomponents, the subset including subcomponents that form between 30-70% of the total statistical variance of a noise-free reference ECG signal.

16. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to receive and store operating parameters from an external device via the wireless communication circuit, and to process the digitized ECG signal based on the stored operating parameters.

17. The apparatus of claim 10, further including a memory circuit in the housing, the processing circuit being configured and arranged to store sets of data in the memory circuit, each set of data representing and linking a recorded ECG signal with sound recorded in response to the input signal, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to transmit the sets of data to the external device via the wireless communication circuit.

18. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the digitizing circuit is configured and arranged to digitize the sensed ECG signal by actively digitizing sensed ECG signals over a period of time, and the processing circuit is configured and arranged with the input device to record the digitized ECG signal by, in response to receiving the tactile input, record ECG signals sensed for a time period beginning before the tactile input is received, and ending after the tactile input is received.

19. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to detect arrhythmia in each digitized ECG signal, and wherein the power supply includes a battery configured and arranged to provide power for operating the apparatus, without replacement or recharging, for at least 30 days of continuous sensing, digitizing, and processing to detect the arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signals.

20. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the mechanical support structure includes an elastic member that encircles at least a portion of the thorax and is configured and arranged to hold at least one of the first and second electrodes in contact with the skin.

21. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the mechanical support structure includes one of a loop or band configured and arranged to encircle the subject’s thorax, or a lanyard configured and arranged to encircle the subject’s neck.

22. The apparatus of claim 10, further including a transducer configured and arranged to generate audible sound, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to process the digitized ECG signal by detecting the arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signal, and to notify the subject that an arrhythmia has occurred and to prompt the subject to verbally describe symptoms by generating sound via the transducer.

23. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the processing circuit is configured and arranged to process each electrical audio signal by at least one of: identifying the presence of a human voice in the audio signal; saving the audio signal in memory, converting voice in the audio signal to text, and compressing the audio signal to reduce data volume, prior to the recorded voice being transmitted to the external device.

24. An apparatus comprising:
- first and second electrodes configured and arranged to sense ECG signals from a subject; and
- an circuitry including:
  - a digitizing circuit configured and arranged to receive and digitize the ECG signals sensed by the electrodes;
  - an audio circuit configured and arranged to capture sounds from the subject and to convert the sound into electrical audio signals;
  - a processing circuit configured and arranged with the electrodes and digitizing circuit to digitize the ECG signals and to process each digitized ECG signal, by evaluating the quality of the digitized ECG signal and providing an indication that at least one of the first and second electrodes is disconnected from the subject, and placing the apparatus in a low power mode in response thereto;
- an input circuit configured and arranged to receive an input from the subject, the processing circuit and audio circuit being respectively configured and arranged with the input circuit to initiate recording of at least one of the ECG signals and the sound in response to the input; and
- a communication circuit configured and arranged to communicate the processed digitized ECG signals and the audio signals for receipt by an external device.

25. A method comprising:
- sensing ECG signals from a subject via first and second electrodes; and
- within a housing constructed primarily of a non-conductive material, receiving and digitizing the ECG signals sensed by the electrodes via a digitizing circuit;
- using an audio circuit, capturing sounds from the subject and converting the sound into electrical audio signals;
- in a processing circuit operable with the electrodes and digitizing circuit, digitizing the ECG signals and processing each digitized ECG signal by at least one of: removing noise from the digitized ECG signal, storing the digitized ECG signal in a memory circuit, detecting a QRS complex in the digitized ECG signal, evaluating quality of the digitized ECG signal, and detecting arrhythmia in the digitized ECG signal;
- in response to receiving an input from the subject via an input circuit, recording at least one of the ECG signals and the sound via the processing circuit and the audio circuit;
- communicating each processed digitized ECG signal and a corresponding one of the audio signals, via a communication circuit, for receipt by an external device; and
- supporting the housing near the subject’s thorax.
26. The method of claim 25, wherein processing each digitized ECG signal includes storing data that represents and links the at least one of the ECG signals and the sound recorded in response to the input, thereby linking each captured ECG signal with sound recorded in connection with the captured ECG signal, and communicating the processed digitized ECG signals includes communicating the stored data that represents and links ECG signals with recorded sound.

27. The method of claim 25, wherein processing each digitized ECG signal includes evaluating signal quality of the digitized ECG signal, further including audibly communicating an indication of the evaluated quality of the signal using a transducer.

28. The method of claim 25, wherein processing each digitized ECG signal includes removing noise from the digitized ECG signal by decomposing the signal into subcomponents; identifying a location of the QRS complex of a cardiac cycle in the ECG signal; identifying a first time window in the cardiac cycle that includes the QRS complex; identifying at least one time window in the cardiac cycle that does not include the QRS complex; for each of the identified time windows, identifying target subcomponents as subcomponents that contain more energy that is within a band of frequencies characteristic of a desired ECG signal in the time window than energy that is outside the band of frequencies characteristic of the desired ECG signal; and reconstructing a denoised physiological signal using at least two of the identified target subcomponents.

29. The method of claim 25, wherein supporting the housing near the subject’s thorax includes snapping the housing to a fastener adhered to the subject’s skin and using the fastener to provide both mechanical support for the housing and electrical connection from the first electrode to the digitizing circuit contained within the housing.

30. The method of claim 25, wherein the housing has at least one conductive pin embedded into the non-conductive material, further including using the at least one conductive pin to couple the digitizing circuit to the first and second electrodes.

31. The method of claim 25, wherein processing each digitized ECG signal includes evaluating the quality of the digitized ECG signal by providing an indication that at least one of the first and second electrodes is disconnected from the subject, and by processing circuit in a low power mode in response thereto.

32. A method comprising: sensing ECG signals from a subject via first and second electrodes; receiving and digitizing the ECG signals sensed by the electrodes via a digitizing circuit; using an audio circuit, capturing sounds from the subject and converting the sound into electrical audio signals; in a processing circuit operable with the electrodes and digitizing circuit, digitizing the ECG signals and processing each digitized ECG signal, wherein processing each digitized ECG signal includes evaluating the signal quality of the digitized ECG signal by: decomposing the digitized ECG signal into subcomponents, computing a statistical variance of the subcomponents over a time interval, and assessing signal quality based upon the statistical variance of the subcomponents; in response to receiving an input from the subject via an input circuit, recording at least one of the ECG signals and the sound via the processing circuit and the audio circuit; and communicating each processed digitized ECG signal and a corresponding one of the audio signals, via a communication circuit, for receipt by an external device.